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This lovely collection of 45 recipes features the pecan in appetizers, soups, breads, salads, meats,

and more. The popular nut grows naturally from Iowa all the way down to the Southeast and to

Mexico. This cookbook offers such tempting dishes as Cream of Pecan Soup, Southern Pecan

Bread, Asparagus with Pecan Sauce, and Orange Pecan Chicken.
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I love pecans and recently bought several pounds. Then of course one needs a good cookbook!

This fit the bill especially since I didn't want all desert recipes. I've made several recipes so far and

recommend each one. Two favorites are the dressing (yummy), the pecan crackers (wish the recipe

included how long these would last after baking and should they be refrigerated). The recipes are

regular sized so I cut them in half for my use. Half of the dressing was enough for 3 meals for me

and the crackers lasted 3 days (that took will power however :). I also add pecans to my salads and

to my ice cream. I made sugared pecans and intend to make a pecan pie. I like cookbooks and this

is a great addition.

I borrowed this book from my library, and have tried 6 recipes out of it so far. That's a lot,

considering most of the time I only like a few out of most cook books. Each one came out amazing.

Only problem was the first recipe I attempted to make, the buttermilk fudge. I do not have a candy

thermometer, and didn't know how crucial it was for making fudge. It never set, but we saved it

anyway, to use as ice cream topping. Lesson learned! Would like to try it again sometime, and

hopefully have it come out right.The best recipe so far was the best-ever brownies. They aren't



kidding, they are so rich and decadent! My fiance and I ate them all within a few days. Very

addicting!The chicken salad is delicious! I'm very picky when it comes to chicken salad, most of the

time it comes out terrible in my opinion. We ate it with Ritz crackers, very yummy!Will be trying a few

more before I have to return the book. But I have copied down almost all the recipes for future use.

If you love pecans, you must get this book! You won't regret it!

Pecans from Soup to Nuts provides a lovely blend of color photos and recipes for more than three

dozen appetizer, main course, side dish and dessert recipes. These are accompanied by details on

how to store pecans and how to best cook with them, packing in easy dishes such as Chili-Roasted

Sweet Potatoes, Pecan-Breaded Eggplant, and Apple Crisp. A powerful pick for any lending library,

especially those strong in nut cookbooks.

We received a copy of this book at our local library and when I saw it, I knew I wanted a copy for me

and my husband. We are blessed with pecans growing near us and love to use them in cooking and

baking. The recipes are sure to appeal to a wide range of cooks and guarantee good reviews after

tasting the result.Marcelle Bienvenu is a southern Louisiana cook and if she is associated with a

cookbook, it has to be good.I purchased this book from the Strand Bookstore in NY (through ) and

was pleased with the timely shipping and sturdy packaging. Would use this bookstore and  again.

This is a wonderful cookbook with a wide and easy to use array of recipes, and delicious ways to

use pecans.
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